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The Joint Executive Committee 
West of England House 
Wilder House 
Wilder Street 
Bristol  
BS2 8PH 
 

Statement: South Bristol Link 

By: Philip Pope (Chairman) Cater Business Park Traders Group Ltd 

 

I am writing once again on behalf of the Businesses of Cater Business Park and for many other 

businesses situated in the South Bristol area to fully endorse our support for the South Bristol Link 

Scheme. 

We believe that the South Bristol Link is most desperately needed and essential to improve the 

accessibility to and from the area for our Commercial and Heavy Goods Vehicles. 

The new road combined with a public transport service and good cycle and pedestrian facilities will 

also improve accessibility to the area for our employees, customers and the residents of South 

Bristol. 

The exciting regeneration of South Bristol is well underway with increasing occupancy at ‘The 

Junction’ (Imperial Park) and the new construction of The South Bristol Community Hospital, The 

Skills Academy, Hengrove Leisure Centre and the Bottle Yard at Hengrove.  

However, these new developments will only add to the high level of traffic congestion in our area 

and confirms the necessity and urgency of the building of the South Bristol Link Scheme. 

 

 

 

Philip Pope 

Chairman 

Cater Business Park Traders Group Ltd. 

 



















 







































 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Joint Transport Executive Committee,       
West of England House, 
Wilder House 
Wilder Street, Bristol, 
BS2 8PH 
 
20

th
 June 2011   

                                                                                           
WEST OF ENGLAND PARTNERSHIP JOINT TRANSPORT EXECUTIVE – 1

st
 JULY 2011 

 

STATEMENT –   SOUTH BRISTOL LINK 
 
The South Bristol Business Group is an informal business grouping, which has co-ordinated responses from 
a wide number of locally based businesses during Link consultation stages to date. 
We confirm continued support for the South Bristol Link providing as it will, prospects for bus rapid transport, 
improved road network, cycling and walking access. We are now delighted to learn of the continued Scheme 
progress now under evaluation with the Department for Transport. 
 

We re-state our views the South Bristol Link will: 
 

� Give Better Access and reduce Delays and Pollution. 
The South Bristol Link will provide South Bristol businesses with the benefits of a better transport system 
providing improved access for company deliveries in and out of the area, better access to motorways and 
benefits to the supply chain where it will possible in many cases to bypass the city centre in making/receiving 
deliveries. There will be a reduction in congestion and pollution on existing inadequate heavy use roads with 
improvement in environmental quality, easing of traffic flows and less journey times for transport movements. 
 

� Be Good for Business, assist Regeneration and raise the Profile. 
The South Bristol Link will improve business prospects, create a more positive feel for local businesses, 
when at long last they will begin to be able to share in transport standards long enjoyed by their counterparts 
in the north of the City. It will offer the right encouragement to new business investment into South Bristol 
and thereby create new jobs in an area of long term high employment and poor prospects and aspiration.  
 
It will become easier for business visitors and customers coming to the area and make for easier daily 
journeys for the local workforce. No doubt, wider city opportunities will open up for employment and 
improved access to Bristol Airport and the Ports of Avonmouth/ Portbury will be good for both employment 
and delivery of goods. Better links to the M5 junctions will be created.  
 
The Link will raise the profile of the area, and in particular, more people will visit the vastly improved Retail 
Sector and support new developments recently completed or under construction: South Bristol College, 
South Bristol District Hospital, Film Studios at the Bottle Bank, South Bristol Leisure, together with 
substantial new housing planned all requiring ease of travel provided by the Link.  
 
Finally, the Link will make South Bristol more attractive to secure private inward investment, to improve the 
area as a business location and create the right incentive for existing businesses to consider expansion 
plans, knowing that it is underpinned by a wider prosperity plan of the City Council. 
 
 
 
 
M. Knight for SOUTH BRISTOL BUSINESS GROUP 

 





















Joint Transport Executive Committee – Friday 1st July  2011. 
West of England Office, 
Wilder House, 
Wilder Street, 
Bristol 
BS2 8PH. 
 
21st June 2011. 

 
ITEM: SOUTH BRISTOL LINK 
 
STATEMENT BY 
 

WITHYWOOD (SOUTH BRISTOL), COMMUNITY FORUM 
AND PARK GROUP. 
 
The Withywood Community Forum and Park Group  was formed some 16 years ago 
by local residents who wished to have their voices heard in matters that directly or 
indirectly affected our community. We are now a well respected group who also liaise 
with local Councillors, Police and other agencies. 
Our objective is simple, we wish to be consulted with and included in matters that 
affect our community. We aim to promote good community spirit, standards of 
behaviour and safer streets for all. Our goal is to build on the good work and 
confidence that has been invested in our area and the people who live and work 
here. We refuse to see our area isolated, ignored or ladled deprived. 
 

Support for the South Bristol Link 
The Withywood Forum has from the very outset been supportive of bringing road 
improvement connection from Long Ashton to Hartcliffe. The South Bristol Link 
proposal has been discussed for many years within the Forum and members 
attending meetings have given majority support to the Link.   
 
Particular points arising from residents are; 

� We value local jobs and local business including the airport and the soon to 
be finished hospital. We must finish the job and provide the road link to both 
support the business that has invested in our area and to encourage future 
business investment to provide jobs and opportunities for all.  

� The current road system is disjointed which results in our area being used as 
a rat run as drivers look to substitute the missing link. We fully appreciate that 
many would be road users are just passing through our area on route to other 
destinations. It is that traffic that we want to move easily via our area to their 
final destination, not sat in traffic queues.   

� We also value the health of our people which is diminished by queuing traffic 
and short cutting. There is no mileage from sitting stationary. 

� We value the greater community of South Bristol who have for years been 
subjected to high levels of pollution caused by funnelling traffic on 
Winterstoke Road and the Parson Street system. The South Bristol Link 
would mean a large reduction in traffic on the current clogged up routes. 

� We feel that we live in exciting times with the continued regeneration of the 
former Wills site, the developments at Hengrove Way, the new or revamped 



education facilities, the rebirth of Symes Ave, a new hospital and an airport 
with planning permission to grow and meet the needs of the South West 
region. 

�  We know that Bristol Airport has pledged money to provide better road links 
and we predict that the Bristol City Football stadium and subsequent 
redevelopment of their old site will generate even more private money to help 
pay for the proposed Link.  

� We fully appreciate the need to reduce costs of projects during financial 
constraints and we can accept to lose some of the original proposals. What 
we cannot accept is no road at all after all the investment and the ear marked 
funding that is just waiting for a green light. 

� The South Bristol link would not only benefit our local community, it would 
benefit the whole area. 

� We strongly advocate that this project is recommended to receive the support 
of both the local Councils and the Government. 

 
 
Mel Clark 
Vice Chair 

  





 
SETsquared Business Acceleration Centre, University Gate East, Park Row, Bristol BS1 5UB 

www.setsquared.co.uk 

                                      
 
The Rt Hon Philip Hammond MP 
Secretary of State for Transport 
Department for Transport 
Great Minster House 
76 Marsham Street 
London 
SW1P 4DR 

5th September 2011                         

Dear Secretary of State 
 
Major Transport Schemes – Bristol and the West of E ngland 
 
I represent a leading technology business incubator operating within the Bristol and West of 
England area and also the Microelectronics sector group of the new West of England LEP. I 
have many concerns about the transport infrastructure, which regularly constricts the way 
that the businesses I represent operate.  
 
The Major Transport Schemes proposed for Bristol and the West of England represent a 
unique opportunity to begin a programme of improvements which will significantly upgrade 
both the public transport provision and the infrastructure necessary to access both jobs and 
businesses. As a consequence these schemes are a priority for our business, the economy 
of the City region and therefore for our Local Enterprise Partnership. 
 
We nurture embryonic technology businesses that we expect to become significant 
employers and wealth generators of the future, and encourage existing and new 
entrepreneurs to start new businesses in a safe environment. We have helped create some 
450 jobs in the last 8 years.  
These are knowledge based businesses and thrive across many parts of the City of Bristol, 
but predominantly in the Centre, around the University. Efficient, predictable and reliable 
transport across, into and out of the City – for example connecting the new Bath and Bristol 
Science Park at Emersons Green to the universities and attractive residential areas - is key 
to attracting and retaining world-class talent which in turn is essential for these ‘gazelle’ 
companies to grow. 
Bristol and the South West is already a leading centre of gravity for the world micro-
electronics industry and we must invest in the infrastructure to ensure this is maintained and 
built upon. 
 
 I therefore urge you to approve these Major Scheme bids and begin a process that will 
enable economic growth for this City Region. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nick Sturge BEng MCMI MIET Dip.IoD FRSA 
Centre Director 
SETsquared Business Acceleration at The University of Bristol. 
 



The Rt Hon Philip Hammond MP 
Secretary of State for Transport 
Department for Transport 
Great Minster House 
76 Marsham Street 
London 
SW1P 4DR 

 

 
 

Dear Secretary of State 
 
Major Transport Schemes – Bristol and the West of England 

 
I represent an important business and popular tourist attraction operating within the City of 
Bristol, and have many concerns about the existing transport infrastructure, which regularly 
constricts the way the business operates and the ease with which people can travel to the 
attraction. The company also actively supports our West of England Local Enterprise 
Partnership within which Tourism is a major element.  
 
The Major Transport Schemes proposed for Bristol and the West of England represent a 
unique opportunity to begin a programme of improvements which will significantly upgrade 
both the public transport provision and the infrastructure necessary to access both jobs and 
businesses. As a consequence these schemes are a priority for our business, the economy of 
the City region and therefore for our Local Enterprise Partnership. 
 
The business depends entirely on the ability of people to travel to the site, without being 
snarled up in traffic congestion. The schemes will tackle congestion and encourage the use of 
public transport over private cars.  
This improved accessibility to the site will add real value to the local economy by 
encouraging tourists to visit and stay in Bristol. Each tourist and local visitor alike contributes 
significantly to grow the local economy and the employment opportunities that we provide. It 
is thus important to see these schemes enhancing the accessibility and economy of Bristol 
throughout the daytime, as well as providing good quality alternative transport for people 
commuting to work here at the beginning and end of each day. 
 
 I therefore urge you to approve these Major Scheme bids and begin a process that will enable 
economic growth for this City Region. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
 

Matthew Tanner  MBE 
 
Director & Chief Executive 
ss Great Britain Trust 
Great Western Dockyard 
Bristol  BS1 6TY 

ss Great Britain Trust 

Great Western Dockyard 

Bristol BS1 6TY 

Tel: 0117 926 0680 

Fax: 0117 925 5788 

www.ssgreatbritain.org 
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The Rt Hon Philip Hammond MP
 
Secretary of State for Transport
 
Department for Transport
 Stride Treglown
Great Minster House
 
76 Marsham Street
 
LONDON
 
SW1P 4DR
 

Dear Secretary of State 

MAJOR TRANSPORT SCHEMES - BRISTOL AND THE WEST OF ENGLAND 

I am Chairman of a Business operating internationally and throughout the Country with our
 
headquarters in Bristol.
 

I am aware of several proposals to improve transport in the city which require government
 
support and am writing to request your support in approving schemes when they are laid
 
before you.
 

Bristol is a vital hub for the South West Region and host to a growing number of high tech
 
and creative industries creating wealth for the nation and significant employment. However
 
during my 40 years of working here,
 

1.	 Train travel to London has become significantly slower and more unreliable. 
2.	 The south part of the city continues to be blighted by lack of a south link road. 
3.	 The north fringe, which has expanded greatly , now suffers from congestion . 
4.	 The public transport system is generally expensive and unreliable and therefore not 

used enough. 

I know that the local government and Chamber of Commerce are now working together to
 
tackle these issues which must be addressed if the region is to continue to thrive.
 

I therefore urge you to approve Bristol's Major Scheme bids and begin a process that will
 
enable economic growth for this City Region.
 

Yours sincerely 

A Whitt ington STRIDE TREGLOW N LTD 
Promenade House, The Promenade, For 
Clifton Down, Bristol BS8 3NE 

STRIDE TREGLOWN LIMITED 
T 0117 974 3271 
F 0117 974 5207 
E stride@ stridetreglown.com 

Registered Office 
Promenade House. The Promenade. 
Clifton Down. Bristol BSS 3NE 
Registered in Cardiff 
Registered No 1748850 

Bristol I Bath I CardiH I London I Manchester I Plymouth I Reading I Truro I Abu Dhabi	 stridetreglown.co.uk 



 

TOSHIBA RESEARCH EUROPE LIMITED REGISTERED OFFICE: 208 Cambridge Science Park, Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 0GZ England 
COMPANY REGISTERED IN ENGLAND NO. 2519556 

 

 

 

 

7 September 2011 

 

Dear Secretary of State 

Major Transport Schemes – Bristol and the West of England 

I represent Toshiba Research Europe Limited: Telecommunications Research Laboratory which 
operates within Bristol City Centre.  Like many local businesses, we have significant concerns about 
our city’s transport infrastructure. 

Our Local Enterprise Partnership is also aware of the important role of transport in the economic health 
of the region, and our Senior General Advisor, Professor Joe McGeehan CBE, is active on the LEP 
Board for the West of England. 

As you will be aware, for businesses to develop and grow we need transport links to the UK and 
beyond that are fit for purpose.  As you can imagine, as part of a major global corporation we spend a 
significant amount of time meeting with our colleagues in other Toshiba companies in Europe and 
Japan.  Rapid, well-integrated transport systems are therefore an important and daily requirement for 
the operation of our business. 

Additionally, as a city centre employer that aims to attract the cream of young engineers from across 
Europe to begin a career with us, facilities that improve the quality of life in the city centre – including 
better public transport and improved provision for cyclists and pedestrians – are especially important to 
the health of the Laboratory. 

The Major Scheme bid therefore has our strong support. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Professor Ian Craddock 

Managing Director 
Toshiba Research Europe Ltd 
Telecommunications Research Laboratory. 

 

TOSHIBA RESEARCH EUROPE LIMITED 
 
Telecommunications Research Laboratory 
32 Queen Square 
Bristol BS1 4ND, UK 
TEL: +44 (0) 117 906 0700  FAX: +44 (0)117 906 0701 
www.toshiba-europe.com 
  

http://www.toshiba-europe.com/








 
 

 

 

Vestas Spare Parts & Repair A/S  
 
 
 
 

Alsvej 21, 8940 Randers SV, Denmark 
Tel: +45 9730 0000, Fax: +45 9730 0001, vestas@vestas.com, www.vestas.com 
Bank: Nordea Bank Danmark A/S, Reg. No.: 2149, Account no.: DKK 6271 662813 - EUR 5036 255104 
Company Reg. No.: 31 62 36 85 
Company Reg. Name: Vestas Spare Parts & Repair A/S 

 

The Rt Hon Philip Hammond MP    
Secretary of State for Transport    
Department for Transport     
Great Minster House     
76 Marsham Street     
London 
SW1P 4DR 

 
Bristol, 6 September 2011/MERSI 
 
 
Dear Secretary of State 
 
Major Transport Schemes – Bristol and the West of E ngland 
 
I represent a business operating within the West of England, based in Bristol and have had many 
concerns about the Transport Infrastructure, which regularly constricts the way my business operates. 
 
The Major Transport Schemes proposed for Bristol and the West of England represent a unique 
opportunity to begin a programme of improvements which will significantly upgrade both the public 
transport provision and the infrastructure necessary to access both jobs and businesses. 
 
In particular for the business entity that I operate here in Bristol city centre there are two key areas of 
interest. 
 
Firstly for those employed and living locally, providing greater choice of mode of travel would be very 
beneficial. Public transport, walking and cycling are all options that are currently utilised and all would 
welcome greater effectiveness to enhance their experience of working and living in Bristol. 
 
Secondly, by its nature we also have many that both work and visit the facility from remote locations 
so necessarily, access by car is also of vital importance and here the reduction in congestion due to 
more effective traffic flows would be of great benefit and enhance the business case for expanding 
employment here in the city centre. 
 
I therefore urge you to approve these Major Scheme bids and begin a process that will enable 
economic growth for this City Region. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
Vestas Spare Parts & Repair A/S 
 
 
Philip Jones 
President 
 
3rd floor, Portwall Place, Portwall Lane, GB-BS1-6NA Bristol 
Dir: +44 117 930 6710, phjon@vestas.com 

 








